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Most of us have owned a bag in our lives (or at least used one, or at VERY least 
heard of one), but what IS the best bag exactly, and why? Maybe that question is a 
little tricker than you first imagined. Don’t worry though, I will think, ponder, 
contemplate, muse and reflect so you don’t have to. Call me ’Timesaving Simon’. 
Let’s go!!!

Plastic bag

Ah, the common plastic bag. Cheap, yet can fulfil many purposes. Also great if you 
have a grudge against fish, as the animals HATE the things. Of course having a 
grudge against fish is nuts (I for one have never felt slighted by the creatures, 
believe it or not), but if you’re a maniac, go ahead. Buy as many plastic bags as you 
like.

Fortified plastic bag

Want to carry heavy bottles of beer without the worry of splitting your container? 
FPBs are for you. Fish lovers will be pleased to know one such bag can last many 
years, so they should’t get thrown away too often. (Again, unless there is a fish-
hating psychopath out there who is willing to spend a bit more cash to fulfil his 
twisted goals). There are some who call these items ‘reusable shopping bags’, but 
that phrase doesn’t sound quite so badass. We’re talking extra bag power, here. 
Very cool. 

Paper bag

More excellent news for fish - paper bags disintegrate very quickly meaning they 
rarely cause choking in animals. (I suppose the desperately hungry are at risk, 
though. What a sad image). However, there is a downside - angry trees will get you. 
There are loads of them and they live for ages. All it takes is one slip up and you’re 
done for.

Mail bag

Something not to do with fish! Finally! Who said fish had to get all the attention all the 
time? Stupid fish. They’re becoming divas. Next thing you know, they’ll be trashing 
their fish tanks. Possibly by head-butting them, I don’t know. No… that’s crazy isn’t 
it? Speaking of crazy, where’s my plastic bag? I have a plan. No, only joking. 
Anyway, postmen should be very familiar with mail bags. If not, what the hell are they 
doing with their lives? Go back to school and study what bags are. 

Bin bag

The classic method of transporting rubbish. You CAN burn your rubbish, but doing so 
is usually frowned upon. Especially if that rubbish consists of sealed plastic bottles. 
Rubbish day will turn into a form of Russian Roulette. You’ll just attract the wrong 
kind of people. 

Body bag
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You don’t own a body bag do you? If so, why? No, don’t tell me. What you have to 
do is tell a policeman. He’ll get you the help you need. You may not like the help, it 
will probably involve a prison cell, BUT did you know you can buy snacks in prison? 
It’s not ALL bad. 

Backpack

Ohhh, we’re getting onto the really durable stuff, now. Backpacks are also 100% not 
creepy. A two in one. An excellent type of bag, you could say. Most have zips, too! 
For that reason alone, these items really do stand out as advanced and maybe even 
space-age. 

Bumbag 

Ah, a type of bag you mostly don’t see! Can’t see what can go wrong, there. 

Handbag

Even hand bags are at risk of being stolen. That goes to show how much bumbags 
suck. And why is it only women can carry handbags? I want a handbag. So called 
‘manly’ wallets can carry next to nothing. >:(

Bag pipe

The most musical bag, so far. Well not really. Bag pipes aren’t known for their 
pleasing tones, but I have heard them used in metal with great effect. 

Baggy trousers

The only bag so far that is used for storing legs. (Well you can in body bags, I guess, 
and I suppose you can in plastic bags even, but let’s not go there). Here’s a tip: Call 
trousers ‘leg bags’ in front of your English teacher. You will be noted for your 
creativity. 

Baguette

The only bag I know of that you can eat, and is actually nutritious. You can store 
items in them technically speaking by hollowing them out, but it’s a lot of work and 
you may get tempted to eat them.

Baghdad

Surely the biggest bag in the world. Exceptionally expensive, however. The vast 
majority of the population have NO chance of owning a Baghdad. Sorry. 

Old bag

Can old bags act as regular bags, that’s the question. I suppose old ladies CAN 
carry things for you, but angrier ones are not to be trusted. They can’t run fast, but 
they are often highly believable as they are known for being wise and mature. So 
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yeah, you may get stolen from and there’s little you can do. Not all old ladies are 
wise, regular viewers of this site will know some of them to be immature thrill-
seekers. NEVER trust one of those grannies. 

Great! There’s a bunch of bags for you to consider purchasing. (Or in the case of old 
bags, befriending). Interestingly, I guess old bags will all end up in body bags one 
day, surely making the two containers the most popular combination. Fun fact for 
you. Bye!


